This file contains a collection of songs that you can hear on Monkey Island.

It's constructed as a medley, but the pieces can also be played individually.

content

1. A Life of Endless Puzzles p. 01
2. Monkey Island Map p. 01
3. Boulder Machinery p. 02
4. The Beach & Canyon p. 03
5. Herman Toothrot p. 03
6. The Lava Field p. 05
7. The First Church of LeChuck... Orthodox p. 05
8. Machinery Room p. 07
9. The Monkey Head p. 07
10. The Monkey Village p. 08
11. Talking to Jojo Junior p. 08
12. Meeting a Monkey in The Forest p. 09
13. Monkey Combat p. 10
15. Monkey Island Theme p. 14

composers


Clint Bajakian is the lead composer

Anna Karney worked mostly on the tracks that you can hear on Monkey Island
Monkey Island
ESCAPE FROM MONKEY ISLAND

1. A Life of Endless Puzzles
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2. Monkey Island Map
3. Boulder Machinery
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4. The Beach & Canyon

5. Herman Toothrot
6. The Lava Field

7. First Church of LeChuck... Orthodox
8. Machinery Room
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9. The Monkey Head
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10. The Monkey Village

11. Talking to Jojo Junior

II. Talking to Jojo Junior
12. Meeting a Monkey in The Forest
13. Monkey Combat
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Transmission Tower

Ultimate Monkey Combat
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